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THE SECOND EPISTLE OF ST. JOHN.
IN considering the problem of the Second Epistle of St.
John we shall make the word e!CAe!CTfj (verse 1) our startingpoint.
Assuming, as we fairly may, that E/CA€/CTTJ~ in the closing
verse is used in the same sense as in. verse 1, we observe
that the occurrence of this word at the beginning and at
the end of 2 John finds a close parallel in 1 Peter, in which
EICA€/CTo'is is used at the beginning, crvve!CA€/CT~ at the end.
The parallel is seen to be still closer when it is observed
that the word occurs in both Epistles in the salutations.
That the crvv in crvve!CAe!CT~ in 1 Peter is to be taken as
referring to E/CA€/CTo'is will appear only natural if we suppose
that the closing salutation was composed with conscious
reference to that with which the Epistle had opened. 1
When we consider the importance of the communication
which the Apostle had to make, and that it was destined to
be circulated over a. large area, careful attention to form,
especially at the beginning and at the end, is seen to be
natural under the circumstances. Even a certain elaborateness of styte and phrase is a priori probable. 2 To hold that
the closing salutation of 1 Peter was written with reference
to the opening greeting involves little more than to suppose that it was written, not, as in a. private letter, with
unstudied spontaneity, but consciously and with deliberation. If then the crvv in crvve!CA€/CT~ refers to e!CA€/CTo'i~, the
parallel with 2 John is seen to be complete. 3
It follows that the problem before us is not so much
An upward movement of the eyes to the top of the scroll would suffice.
How far the Apostle would be responsible for this himself we need not
inquire.
s So Lightfoot, Clement of Rome, ii. 491, quoted by Bigg, St. Peter and St.
J·ude, p. 77.
t
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what is the meaning of E/€A€KTV in 2 John i. as why did
St. Peter and St. John make use of this particular word?
In determining this question we turn to EI€AEKTo'i<; in
1 Peter i. 1.
Now f/€A€/€TO£ occurs along with aryto£ and ~rya7T''YJP.EVO£ in
Colossians iii. 12, and is there 1 explained by Bishop Lightfoot to be a term " transferred from the Old Covenant to
the New." That this is also the explanation in 1 Peter i. 1
will be apparent when we consider that both 7rape7rtO~p.ot<;
and otau7ropa<; are adapted from the Old Testament. There
can be no question that the primary associations of hXet€-ro'ii
were Jewish. But if ~ ... uuveKXeKT~ refers to €1€XeK-ro'ii, as
has been shown to be probably the case, then the associations of ~ ... uuveKXeK-r~ will also be Jewish, much more so
those of ~ ev Ba/3uXwvt uuveKXeK-r~. For to say that by
.. Babylon" was signified "Rome" does not alter the fact
that the associations of Babylon were primarily Jewish,
and that in the case of any one familiar enough with the
Jewish Scriptures to understand the opening words of the
Epistle, the mention of Babylon could hardly fail to suggest the thought of the Captivity. We conclude that the
atmosphere of the closing salutation, as of the opening, is
Jewish.
In answering therefore tl).e question who is intended by
.. the woman" implied in ~ uwe"A.e"-r~, we turn naturally
to the Old Testament.
Now it is characteristic of the prophets that while they
constantly address the inhabitants of Jerusalem in the
plural number, they hardly less frequently speak of Jerusalem under the figure of a woman. We find this in Isaiah
(liv. lv.), Jeremiah (iv. 30-end, vi. 2, vii. 29, xiv. 17, xxi. 13,
xxii. 20, etc.), and Ezekiel (xvi. and xxiii.); also in Hosea
1 See the note in his Commentary on the Colossians, 8th ed. p. 219.
Cf. also
the note on iKll.eKTY in the letter of lgnatius to the Trallians (Lightfoot, Igna·
tius and Polycarp, vol. ii. p. 151).
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(eh. ii.), Micah (iv. 8, 10, 13), Zephaniah (iii. 1, 10, 14) and
Zechariah (ii. 7, 10, ix. 9). Even Amos, 1 the herdman of
Tekoa, uses it (v. 1). The figure was clearly part of what
may be described as the common stock of prophetic
imagery. Nor is it confined to the Canonical Books. We
meet with it in the book of Barucb (see chaps. iv. and v.).
Reserving for the moment a more thorough investigation
of the treatment of this figure in the prophetical writings,
we must draw attention to the fact that when the term
eJC'A.eJCTol was applied by St. Peter to Christians, it was
applied to people who were actually members of a number
of separate communities. Not that be is to be supposed
as thinking of his readers in this way, but that it was none
the less the fact that in one important respect the circumstances of the Jewish nation had not been reproduced in
the case of Christianity. What is meant is that it was
no longer possible to gather up individual Christians into a
collective whole and address them as an individual without
including all Christians in every place. In the case before
us St. Peter could not (had be desired to do so) have made
use of the figure of a woman in addressing the Christians
to whom he was writing. But there was nothing to prevent his transferring the figure to a. particular community of
Christians. This transference would be helped partly by
the fact that other communities besides the Jewish were
spoken of under the figure of a woman, e.g. Samaria and
Sodom (Ezek. xvi. and xxiii.), Egypt (Jer. xlvi. 44); partly
too, in the case before us, by the designation of the city
from which he wrote as" Babylon." To speak of a woman
in Babylon was to speak in language which at once recalled
such expressions as "the captive daughter of Zion." No
Jewish Christian would find difficulty in understanding why
St. Peter had chosen such an expression, for was it not
true that the relation of the chosen people to Babylon was
1

We should perhaps not have expected a herdman to use the figure.
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only too faithfully reproduced in the relation of a Christian
Church to a heathen city?
From 1 Peter we pass again to 2 John. And we begin
by noting with regard to €JC'A.€KTV (1) that the absence of
the article is paralleled by its omission before €JC'A.€JCTo'i~ in
1 Peter i. 1, (2) the feminine termination by uvv€JC"A.€JCT~ in
1 Peter v. 13. We observe also that €JCX€JCTfi by itself would
be perfectly good Greek for " To an elect woman."
Leaving €JCX€JCTV we ask what is the meaning of JCupltf ?'
The chief point is that JCvp{lf is not a substantive but an
epithet. The use of JCvpto~ as an epithet is common not
only in the Old Testament but in profane Greek. Thus we
find it applied (with the article) as a title to certain gods
and goddesses (e.g. otcvpto~ to ten gods, e.g. once to Kronos.
ten times to Hermes, etc.; fJ tcvpta to five goddesses, e.g.
three times to Artemis, thirty-two to Isis, etc., O.I.G.
Index iii.). We also find it (without the article) in an
inscription : .A(vryoVtTTa>P tcvpla~ .Aryp£7r€tVa~' a.I. G. 7061.
and (as was shown by Professor Rendel Harris in the
EXPOSITOR for March, 1901) in more than one place in the
Oxyrhyncus papyri, e.g. JCvp{a p.ov ~ Ep1Jv{a and tcvplq> p.ov
vicj) (quoted on page 197). The use of tcvpt€ and tcvpla in
the vocative is also obviously adjectival. We reserve for a
moment the question as to the precise shade of meaning
to be given to JCvptlf and tcvpta in 2 John. What we wish
to emphasize is that tcvptlf can quite well be taken as an
epithet. Can €tc"A.€JCTV tcvplq, taken as 2 two epithets, stand?
Unquestionably. The meaning will be" To an elect woman 3
who is JCvpta." Something like this is found in an inscription (O.I.G. 3858) in which one Nicias is described as a
priest ~€/3atTTTJ~ Ev/3ovuta~. Here Ev/3ovuLM (an epithet
The letters within the brackets are conjectural.
a Or we may say that eK-,..£KTY is practically equivalent to a substantive, and
is qualified by Kvp!~.
s We purposely avoid the rendering" lady."
1
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of Demeter) corresponds to EKXeKTfi, '$e{3atn'1~ 1 to Kvp{q,.
The instances are not quite parallel, inasmuch as Eu(3ovula~
is the epithet of a particular individual, €K}.,e"TV is a generic
epithet. But the collocation is instructive, since in each
case we have a distinctive title joined with a general title.
We pass on to consider the words /Ca' TO~~ Tf/CVOt~ auT-1~.
Now it has been felt by some that the presence of these
words is an indication that the writer of 2 John was
addressing a literal individual. The rendering "lady" has
helped in the same direction. With a western mind the
insertion of " and to her children " does certainly carry
weight. It is to be remembered however that for anything
we know to the contrary the readers of this Epistle were
as familiar with the Jewish Scriptures as we have seen
reason to 2 believe the readers of 1 Peter to have been.
Assuming that this was the case, we proceed to draw attention to the fact that in the prophets the metaphor of a
woman referred to above is treated with considerable elas- ·
ticity. We may distinguish two groups of passages. In
one group the woman is thought of as a daughter (LXX.,
8tryaT'1JP as in Zechariah ii. 7, 10, etc.). In the other group
the woman appears as a mother with her children. The
two passages which the present writer has studied are
Isaiah liv., lv., and Baruch iv., v.; in both cases the figure
underlies the whole passage. Now a close scrutiny of the
language in these two passages makes it evident that three
varieties of expression are used according to the point of
view of the writers. (1) Usually they speak of a mother
and her children. But (2) they sometimes speak of the
mother only, as in Isaiah lv. 5. And (::3) they sometimes
speak of the children only. See, for example, Isaiah liv. 13,
1 tr<{Ja.uros was also applied to mortals, e.g. the wife of Septimus Severus is
styled uefJa.ur1}.
2 Cf. fact that there are quotations in 1 Peter from eight chapters of Isaiah;
also from Hosea, Jeremiah, Daniel, etc. (See the list in W. and H., one vol.
edition, p. 607).
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Ka£ 7r&vTa~ ToV~ vloV~ uov OtOaiCTOV~ BeoV, JCal Ev 7roA.Afj
~zp,}vv Ttt TeKva uov. In Baruch iv. 25 we have a verse
in which varieties (2) and (3) occur in' close proximity.
The· words are : TeKva fLaKpoBvp;l}uaTe T~v 7rapd. Tau Beov
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Now in regard to these varieties it is clear that while the
figure in its completeness includes both mother and children,
yet that since the mother implies the children and the
-children the mother one or other of the parts of the figure
may be used. One more point must be noticed in the two
passages before us, viz. that the figure is frequently dropped
:and then resumed. In Isaiah lv. the figure appears only in
the 5th and in the 11th verse ("EBv1] a OU/C oroaui 0"€ • • •
and €U0000CT(J) Ttt~ ooovc; uou). In the last verse of chapter liv.
the figure is dropped at the end of the verse, and we read :
.JCal VfLE'i~ ~CTeCTB€ fLO£ otKawt. Contrast this with the opening
words of the verse, 7rav uKevoc; CTKevauTov J.,.t, u€ . . . 1
Turning to the Second Epistle of St. John we find (1)
that the opening salutation is sent to a woman and her
-children, and that both the mother and the children are
referred to in the 4th verse. (2) That in the 5th and 13th
verses the woman only is brought before us. (3) That in
the 13th verse a greeting is sent from the children only of
the elect sister. 2 Thus we find in 2 John phenomena
which correspond with those which we have observed in
Isaiah and in Baruch.
We also observe that from verses 5 (last sentence) -12,
i.e. in the main part of the Epistle, the plural is used
throughout, the figure entirely disappearing. In regard to
this it is worth noting that where the writer uses the first
person plural in verses 5 and 6 (arya7rrof.Lev, 7rept7raTrofLev) he
is identifying himself with those whom he is addressing.
This is clear from the transition to the second person plural
which immediately follows m verse 6 (KaBwc; ~KovCTaTe a,.,.•
1

Cf. also Baruch iv. 6, 7.

2 On Tfjs doe\!f>fjs see below.
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l:'va EV avrfi 7r€pt7raTflre), and finds an exact parallel

in the similar use of the first person plural in the First
Epistle, e.g. iii. 11 (5n aih'l] ECTTl.v ~ a'Y'Ye)t..la ~V ~KOUO"aTe
a1r' apxfl~, l:'va arya7rWf.LEV a)t..)t..~)t..ov~) followed by the second
~erson (f.L~ Oavw-tte,.e) in verse 13, and again by the first
person in verse 14.
Before drawing a conclusion we may linger a moment on
the 13th verse of the Epistle. It has been noticed as
strange that the closing salutation contains no greeting to
the children of verse 1, and no greeting from the sister.
The words are, 'ACT7ratera£ 0"€ ra TEKVa rfl~ aoe"Acpfl~ O"OV rfl~
bc)t..eKT~~.
With the passages in the prophets before us the
difficulty vanishes. The CTE implies the children, the reKva (of
the sister) imply their mother. If it be asked why St. John
should not have written 'ACT7raterat ra TEKVa O"OV ~ aoe)t..cp~.
etc., the answer is that be might have done so, but that
since the mother bad been addressed in the 4th and 5th
verses it was more natural to select the mother for greeting
in the 13th also. This being so, Barucb iv. 32 is suggestive,
where the words are LJel)t..ata£ al 7r6Aet~ al~ eoov"AevCTav n:l.
'TEKVa O"OV, oel"Aata ~ oeEaf.LEV'l] 'TOV~ vlov~ fTOV. Here the one
city (i.e. Babylon) is described as a woman who receives the
children of the other (Jerusalem). We submit that in
2 J obn 13 the choice of the expression ra 'TEKVa 7fl~ aoe)t...
4>17~. rather than ~ aoe"Acf>~, is merely a matter of style.
We have already implied that we regard "the sister" also
as a woman representing a Church. Nor need there be any
difficulty about this view if we remember that the figure, as
used by the prophets, was not limited to Jerusalem. The
instances quoted above from Ezekiel are specially instructive, viz. chapter xvi., where Samaria and Sodom are spoken
of as sisters (LXX., aoe)t..cpal) of Jerusalem (vv. 46 and 55),
and chapter xxiii., where Jerusalem and Samaria appear as
sisters (v. 4, where again aoe)t..cpat is the word).
From all these correspondences with the prophetic writ-
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ings we draw the conclusion (which was suggested by our
study of 1] ••• uvveKA.eiCTrJ) that in 2 John as in 1 Peter
the prophetic figure of a woman to represent a community
has been transferred to a Christian Church.
We may now decide the precise shade of meaning to be
given to Kvptlf and 1wpta. In view of the conclusion at
which we have just arrived, we do not hesitate to take this
word as a title of dignity. With regard to the instances
adduced from the papyri in the article referred to above,
we submit that, however valuable they are as illustrating
the adjectival use of the word Kvptor; in letters, they cannot
be regarded as proving that it was impossible for the word
to be used formally, i.e. as a title of dignity. We might
with equal justice: argue that, because "sir" and "my
lady " are sometimes used with us in an informal and half
playful sense, they can therefore never be used as formal
titles. To take the word as a title expressing respect is in
harmony (1) with the use of Kvptor; and Kvp{a (with the
article) applied to gods and goddesses; (2) with the use of
Kvpte in such passages as John xii. 21, xvi. 30 ; (3) with the
frequent use of Kvpta in the Shepherd of Hermas (the
ryuvT] to whom it is used by Hermas is 7Tpeu/31mr;) ; (4) with
the inscription quoted above, with which may be compared
the later use of ..dop.va as a title, e.g., of the wife of Septimius
Severus, who is styled 'IouA.{a ..dop.va ~ef3auTr} (cf. also
1 Pet. iii. 6, KVptov ahov KaA.ovua, and the passage from
Epictetus quoted in Grimm's Lexicon). It is not so easy
to fix upon a translation of Kuptlf ; neither "respected " nor
"esteemed" really represents the meaning adequately,
though both renderings come near the sense.
If the conclusion at which we have arrived be the correct
one, it would seem that the truest description of 2 John
is to call it a Prophetic Epistle, i.e. the (deliberately thought
out and carefully composed 1 ) utterance of one who realized
1 The Epistles to the Seven Churches also bear obvious marks of care in the
composition.
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that he was a successor of the prophets of the Old Covenant,
and who framed his message after their manner. Nor will
this seem improbable when we consider the resemblance
which the messages conveyed in the Epistles to the Seven
Churches bear to many of the prophetic utterances. Still
less improbable will it seem when we consider that the very
circumstances of the diffusion of Christianity gave a new
importance to the Epistle as a means of conveying the
truth of God.
In Jeremiah 1 we have a Prophetic Epistle written to
the exiles in Babylon. In 1 Peter we have a Prophetic
Epistle written to " sojourners of the dispersion." And we
submit that the same is true of the Second Epistle of St.
John also, and that, as in the Apocalypse so in the Epistle,
the voice is the voice of a Prophet.
H. J. GIBBINS.

NOTES ON THE TEXT OF THE PSALMS.
69. 11. i1::J.JN; read i1::J1N (which is a less change than
n.J.VN). This appears to have been the reading of the Syr.
as in 10. 10.
69. 21. mpN1 i1V1.)N1; read i1~p N1i1 !VUNt This reading
would favour the hypothesis that the Psalm is Jeremiah's
[see the Academy, vol. i. p. 256].
69. 33. Read the verbs as imperatives.
71. 7. 11El1~::J; read 11~ 1~:::1 as in 31. 13, which Psalm is
closely connected with 71.
T.V 'DM~ ; cf. Leviticus 6. 3, 1.J n~. though there we
should probably read ':!~; or read T.V as in 18 18, T.V '.J'N,
which would remove the difficulty.
71. 20. 111~1i111; read 111'11i111 [so Olshausen, Wellhausen, Duhm].
t
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